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The ideas of the theory of the numbers 

have an end has sparked many debate in the 

mathematics - the war of the numbers have an 

end; and that the previous novel by the “Do 

You Know That The Digits Have An End?” is not 

accept by mathematical community. The 

“false” mathematics claim issue with my proofs 

provided in previous novel. I will now be 

provide strengthening the proofs of previous 

novel also new proofs of the theory of the 

numbers have an end to fix broken 

mathematics. 

When the God created the human and gift the 

conscience, which is, the source of perception, 

comprehending, meditation, and insight. The 

human are able to explain of natural 

phenomena and artificial phenomena including 

the sciences; the mathematics. This 

distinguishes humans from other creatures by 



the mind and the logic. The mathematics is the 

ideas based in truth and created by logic. By 

the logic we arrive at an exact science: a 

science based only in truth and the human 

perception. Because when God created the 

mathematics did He leave a conflict? And this is 

the purity of the idea of the numbers have an 

end. 

 

The Proof of the theory of the numbers 

have an end is logic and the brains. First to 

recognize the digit = the number and the digit is 

from counting. Number is the most basic of 

mathematics and all of mathematics could not 

exist. The time and the counting are together as 

logic: this is true. Without the time the 

counting could not progress. And the time is 

simply of God’s creation and will. So is it not 

that the counting is God’s, and that since God is 



not an end or a beginning that the digits have 

an end?  

Together with the numbers of addition; 

subtractions; multiplications; divisions it is the 

mathematics of human beings= the exact 

sciences of the mind and logic. 

 

The next of the proof of the theory of the 

numbers have an end is the consideration of 

the points of all space: the great 

mathematicians Euclid; Cantor; etc… knew of 



proof but refused to spread the idea of the 

numbers have an end. 

Becausue let space as a set of points. Then is it 

not that a human counts them? And as 

previous logic it follows= The digits have an 

end! 

 

Is it not that the human can count the point of 

space? Then the truth: the digits have an end! 

 

Think of the space that is on the world. It is 

weird if the space is infinity since the humans, 



plants, atoms, etc; have an end. Then the truth 

becomes clear to us that the numbers must 

have an end!!!! 

 

It does not make sense why people believe that 

the digits have no end. It is that they are love 

the concept of the equation x < 1+x and 

following related ideas and equation. It is the 

following graph shows the nonsense of such 

equation: There is no solution! And so the 

numbers must have an end. 

 



 

 

The weird part of the mathematics is not that 

large digits are possible but that the idea of the 

infinity is a number; the malformity that 

exhausts the brains. The classrooms are 

teaching the error that the numbers no not 

have an end, where the real theory is found by 

the student with an adequate logic and 

questions the common mathematics. 



The misconception in the modern mathematics 

is the time. As the counting and the numbers, 

are the same, and so is the time. The fullness of 

the numbers and the counting are from time. If 

the numbers had no end would the time then 

end? And since the time is of God then would 

God cease to exist? If the x+1>x is used then is 

it not that the time has ended temporarily with 

the digits and equation? Then we are 

convinced: the numbers have an end. 

 



 

  



The liar and fool will say to you i am incorrect: 

know that the digits have an end and be sure to 

yourself. The ask for the largest number or the 

end of all numbers but it is the digits end 

temporarily and so the counting may continue 

after. But if the time in counting is lost then is 

number not lost and so information and 

mathematics lost? Then remember the idea of 

the numbers as a stream with its flow and the 

water not lost then God provides a replenishing 

of the time. 

 

The reality of the mathematics is that all are 

countings and so we can examine. For example; 

0: Before Adam PBUH, There was no existence 

for the human being. 

1: It’s Adam PBUH, the beginning of digits 

(+) 



The period from the existence of Adam PBUH, 

passing by the period of the Prophet 

Mohammed PBUH, to the current moment. 

(+) 

The world population currently. 

(+) 

24 hour(+) to the last day. 

The truth is that all things are counting and 

related to the human existence and so how 

could the numbers have no end? 

 

 



 

Another error in the mathematics is the zero 

and the division. Zero, is the identity, the no 

things, zero time. It is fact that when division 

occurs a time is split; for two by one is division 

of two to one group so two. But by the division 

of zero is an error occured? The current 

mathematics: yes; but, when thought, if one 

possesses an apple and divides it to zero groups 

is it not that the apple remains as it is? And so 

the idea of the division of zero is solved=with 

the numbers have an end, 1 /0 = 1. The 

doubters will saying that 1/0 = infinity or = 1 or 

= anything but the truth is that the apple does 

not change by the logic of mathematics. To 

repair the numbers of division by the theory of 

the numbers have an end. 

 



For studies the ideas contained in this novel 

and previous “Do You Know That The Digits 

Have An End?” the ideas are of a mind and a 

logic and so research is simply by expansion of 

previous ideas by the sound addition of truths. 

It does not require that the creator teaches to 

the pupils but that the pupils accept and 

examine the ideas themselves and verify with 

the logic that they are true. 

 

The ideas of the numbers have an end are 

concrete and simple for understanding of 

layperson and classmate and colleague. For 

sharing to progress the theory of the numbers 

have an end! The only mathematical progress is 

from the creation and the sharing of ideas and 

so restriction is death of ideas and cannot be. 

So tell the idea to the world: the numbers end!! 
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